ASS ETZ C A PI TA L
CASE STUDY

ASSETZ CAPITAL
Assetz Capital is a peer-to-peer lending business, where people go to take control of their
finances and make their money work for them. A growing workforce required a bigger
office space, with the focus on collaborative working.

Project:
Office Relocation, Wythenshaw
Client:
Assetz Capital
Products:
Steps Lounge Swivel, Take-Up Booths,
Santis Squared, Mesa 120 Degree Desks,
GOF Screens, LG4 Wood, LTD Tables

Brief:
With their workforce growing, Assetz Capital
required office furniture for a new office that
they relocated to, that they now wanted to
enhance day to day working life with the idea
of collaborative working. Clustered desking
and informal meeting spaces were key to their
proposal. Part of the brief was to also create a
non-traditional look with a modern and bright
splash of colour.

Mesa 120 Degree Clusters with GOF Desktop Screens

Solution:
We supplied Mesa 120 Degree, arranged in
clusters with desktop screens to form the clients
vision. It allows teams to work together but to
also have their own desk space. 3 Tier Take Up
Booth Media Units were installed in another foyer
to create private meeting spaces without the need
of having to book a room.
A modern reception waiting area and bright, clean
dining space was also installed.
Colours such as white, pink and purple were
used throughout to reflect the clients branding
and to introduce harmony and calmness and to
encourage imagination and creativity.

Santis Ergo with Mech 7

Under Desk Pedestal with Type B Black Handles

4 User 3 Tier Take Up Booth with TV Bracket

Steps Lounge Swivel Base with Steps Table

LG4 Wood with LTD Table

“We very much like the new dynamic the furniture has given to the office – Coming from a more dated premises,

the new space allows for multiple meetings of different types in many areas, from formal to informal.
Staff are more motivated and the I feel that productivity has increased as a result.”
Office Manager, Assetz Capital

